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“The control of shape is one thing, 

but the way to victory cannot be only a single one” 
Sun Bin 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
This paper expands on the concept of quality and links it with the concept of fractal by means of Theory of 
secrecy, taking into account that the additive model of quality has virtually the same mathematical expression 
as one of the models presented by C. E. Shannon in his work regarding Theory of secrecy. Based on the 
theory of Shannon, a possible enciphering model is constructed. This model generated to implement the 
theory of Shannon is explained for the general case and then based on this, a particular model is presented. 
This particular model is then approached using a set of C++ subroutines which implement the subject model. 
This paper shows that, if quality evolution is properly analyzed, quality could be to a certain extent, also 
predicted. Furthermore, this prediction of quality can be used in a more general way, namely to predict 
evolution in a structure exhibiting more features or dimensions, such as, for example, a fractal structure such 
as presented in [3], [4] and [5]. 
Taking into account that the very same weighted addition method or model is used for both, to generate the 
encryption in a secrecy system, but also to calculate the quality value of a product or service exhibiting a 
certain number of quality features, one can link these two in an appropriate way, such as will be presented in 
this paper. Thus, quality evolution properly analyzed, could lead also to a prediction to a certain extent, of the 
respective quality. This paper extends the work of C. E. Shannon and is based on his papers: Communication 
Theory of Secrecy Systems and A Mathematical Theory of Communication  
The theory presented and developed by Shannon has been successfully used and has been proven during the 
last seventy years since its discovery. This theory is practically used in this paper by means of particular 
encryption/ decryption C++ algorithms, which show how to put this theory into practice in order to make 
predictions about quality or other abstract or material natural systems. These C++ subroutines may very well 
be extended for a more general, complicated case of encryption, similar to the enciphering case presented in 
this paper. The algorithms presented in this paper show how an encryption model should be approached using 
a certain software. This paper also expands previous results obtained by author in [3], [4] and [5].  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
According to the main two works, [1] and [2] of C. E. Shannon, one or more encryption methods can be 
employed in order to create a secrecy system used to encode information, to transmit this information over a 
certain channel and then to decode this transmitted information at the other end of the transmission channel.  
 
One such method could use a certain number of transformations T1, T2,…Tn, transformations which are 



actually functions applied to a certain set of data which needs to be encrypted. The result of this first encoding 
method has the following expression: 
 

MTTTS nn 11... , where S and M are the output, respectively the input of the respective encryption 

 
The probability to guess one of the encryption possibilities is, in this case: 
 

11...pppp nn  , where ip  is the probability to guess an encryption in the transformation iT  

 
A second method used in cryptography is to use a weighted addition secrecy model or method, that is to say, 
the output of the encoding can be expressed in this case: 
 

𝑆 =  𝑝  𝑇 +  𝑝  𝑇 + ⋯ + 𝑝  𝑇   (1) 
 
 
with 𝑝 + 𝑝 + ⋯ + 𝑝 = 1  

  
Another third method of encryption could be a combination of the two encoding methods presented above, 
whereby each of the transformations in the second method above is obtained by using the first encoding 
method. 
 
According to [6] and [7], quality is always relative. Hence, the discipline of measuring quality is always used 
to establish a quality relationship between two or more similar entities (products) or to measure the evolution 
of quality of same entity in time.  
 
One of the methods presented in [6] is to measure quality is by using a multiplicative quality model. In this 
case, the global quality key index is given by the formula: 
 

𝑄𝑖 = 𝐾 ∗ ∏ ( )±   (2)          

 

In the formula (1) above, following notations are used:  

K is a constant which defines the technical level of the reference product (I), usually having the value K = 
1000; 

I is the product considered as being the product of reference;  

i is the analyzed and evaluated product; 

xij    is the value of the feature j of the product i;  

yj   is the weight of the feature j;  

+/-   is the sign chosen for the weight, sign which stands for the proportionality between quality of the product 
and the chosen analyzed feature j;   



Another important method to measure quality of a product is the additive method or model, as presented in [6] 
and [7]. In this second quality model, the main quality features to be taken into consideration are identified at 
first. Then, for a certain product i, a weight is assigned to each quality feature, weight denoted in the quality of 

the respective product by PC ij, where the following relationship is valid: 

∑  PC = 100% (3) 

For each product (i) analyzed, the fulfillment measure of feature (j), denoted by (GICij) is assessed. Then, the 
partial quality Qij, corresponding to each quality feature of product (i) is determined as:  
 

𝑄𝑖𝑗 = 𝑃𝐶 ∗ 𝐺𝐼𝐶  (4) 
 

The total quality index for the product (i) is then calculated by summing all partial qualities corresponding to 
all feature of product, with the formula (4) below:  
 

𝑄𝑖 = ∑ 𝑄𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝑃𝐶𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝐺𝐼𝐶𝑖𝑗  (5) 

Taking into account the high degree of similitude between this last formula (5) and formula (1) above, this 
paper uses both above theories, Secrecy Theory and Quality Assessment Theory, to generate a method to 
measure and predict future quality, based on past quality assessed. 
 
 

2. AN ENCIPHERING MODEL ACCORDING TO SHANNON’S THEORY 
 
Based on the weighted addition secrecy method presented, corresponding to formula (1) above, one can 
generate a certain specific encryption method, in the way it is presented in the following model.  
 
Let us set the number of enciphering operations to k = 1100. Let us set the number of encoding 
transformations to 10, encoding transformations which can be randomly ordered: 𝑇 ,𝑇 ,… ,𝑇  with n=10. For 
both, clarity and simplicity reasons, let us consider that each transformation obeys the rule: 𝑇  =  𝛼 𝐼  + 𝛽 , 
with 𝛼  and 𝛽  integers and 𝐼  the inputs of the enciphering transformations. Obviously, one can 
choose randomly generated pairs (𝛼 , 𝛽 ). 
 
Let us also set the probability related to the occurrence of each of the ten above transformations: 
 

𝑝 = , 𝑝 =  ,…, 𝑝 = , for 𝑖 = 1, 𝑛. (6) 
 
The number of occurrences for each transformation is then given by the formula: 𝑇 = 𝑝 𝑘. One can then 
randomly order the n above transformations by randomly assigning the indices for each of the ten 
transformations.  
 
Then the following triangle matrix can be generated for the transformations randomly chosen as above, so that 
their probability obeys the rule in formula (6): 
 
          

𝑇    𝑇 … … … … … … . .   𝑇  



       𝑇 … … … … … … . .   𝑇  
                                                                                         𝑇 … … … … … . .   𝑇  (7) 

                              … … . .   𝑇  
        …….. 

                                                                                                           𝑇  
 
In this way, by going through each line of the above matrix 20 times, it is ensured that the probability for each 
transformation is according to formula (6). According to a key which is a natural number chosen between 1 
and 1100 and the previously generated matrix (7), the corresponding transformation it is chosen by going 
through the elements of this matrix, until the corresponding transformation is reached.  
 
One can either find the index i of the transformation to be performed on the output by using the interval to 
which the key number belongs to, or the position in the matrix can be determined and then the exact position 
in the corresponding line is also found. For example, in this model presented, for a key number between 1 and 

200, the corresponding transformation has the index i, with 𝑖 = + 1, where [x] I stands for the integer 

part of the number x. Further on, if KEY belongs to interval (201, 380], then the index i of the respective 

transformation to be performed on the input is 𝑖 = + 8, a.s.o. 

 
The transmitted information can be decoded at the other end of the transmission channel, using the reverse 
transformation, namely: 
 

𝐼  =    (8) 

 
One can use either the same key number to encode an entire certain message or a vector of key numbers can 
be used to encode each symbol transmitted, using a different key, as it will be presented further on. Next 
section comprises in a few examples, by means of C++ algorithms the theory presented so far. These C++ 
subroutines address and implement different approaches related to the theory example presented in section 2 
of this paper.   
 
 

3. C++ ALGORITHMS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PRESENTED ENCIPHERING 
MODEL 

 
The above presented enciphering/deciphering model can be implemented using different C++ subroutines, in 
the way presented in this section of the paper. These subroutines presented below also represent different 
stages for solving the programming problem stated in the previous section of this paper. First two C++ 
algorithms presented below exemplify both, encoding and decoding of the same message using only a single 
key number for encoding of all symbols of the transmitted message. 
 
#include <iostream>// encryption for NR in intervals [20,80], 
//[220, 280], [380, 420], [540, 560] 
using namespace std; 
 
int i; 
int j; 
int NR;//Key of encription 
 
int p, q; 
int inf[10][10]; 



int sup[10][10]; 
int dif[10][10]; 
 
int alpha[10] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}; 
int beta[10] = {10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}; 
 
int I[26] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26};// Input 
int T[26];//Output 
 
int main(void) { 
    cout << "Input value of NR in intervals: [20,80], [220, 280],[380, 420], [540, 560]" << endl; 
    cin >> NR; 
    if (((NR>80)&&(NR<220))||((NR>280)&&(NR<380))||((NR>420)&&(NR<540))||(NR>560)) 
    {cout << "NR is not valid !!!"; goto label;} 
 
 
        if ((NR >=1)&&(NR<=20)) { i = 1;} 
        if (((NR >=20)&&(NR<=40))||((NR >=220)&&(NR<=240))) {i = 2;} 
        if (((NR >=40)&&(NR<=60))||((NR >=240)&&(NR<=260))||((NR >=380)&&(NR<=400))) 
            {i = 3;} 
        if (((NR >=60)&&(NR<=80))||((NR >=260)&&(NR<=280))|| 
            ((NR >=400)&&(NR<=420))||((NR >=540)&&(NR<=560))) {i = 4;} 
 
 
cout << "Value of i is: " << i << endl; 
 
 
for (j=0; j<26; j++) 
{ 
    T[j] = alpha[i-1]*I[j] + beta[i-1]; 
 
    cout << "Output T" << j << " is : "<< T[j] << endl; 
} 
 
label: return 0; 
} 
 
Using the encoded message and the Key number one can decode the message at the end of the transmission 
channel using the following subroutine:  
 
#include <iostream>// decryption for NR in intervals [20,80], [220, 280], 
//[380, 420], [540, 560] 
using namespace std; 
 
int i; 
int j; 
int NR;//Key of encription/decription 
 
int p, q; 
 
int alpha[10] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}; 
int beta[10] = {10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}; 
 
int I[26];// Input = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
//17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26};// Input 
int T[26] = {11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, 29, 32, 35, 38, 41, 44, 47, 50, 53, 
56, 59, 62, 65, 68, 71, 74, 77, 80, 83, 86};//Output 
 



int main(void) { 
    cout << "Input value of NR in intervals: [20,80], [220, 280], [380, 420], [540, 560]" << endl; 
    cin >> NR; 
    if (((NR>80)&&(NR<220))||((NR>280)&&(NR<380))||((NR>420)&&(NR<540))||(NR>560)) 
    {cout << "NR is not valid !!!"; goto label;} 
 
 
        if ((NR >=1)&&(NR<=20)) { i = 1;} 
        if (((NR >=20)&&(NR<=40))||((NR >=220)&&(NR<=240))) {i = 2;} 
        if (((NR >=40)&&(NR<=60))||((NR >=240)&&(NR<=260))||((NR >=380)&&(NR<=400))) 
            {i = 3;} 
        if (((NR >=60)&&(NR<=80))||((NR >=260)&&(NR<=280))||((NR >=400)&&(NR<=420)) 
            ||((NR >=540)&&(NR<=560))) {i = 4;} 
 
cout << "i, alpha and beta are: " << " "<< i << " " << alpha[i] << " "<< beta[i] << endl; 
 
for (j=0; j<26; j++) 
{ 
    I[j] = (T[j] - beta[i-1])/alpha[i-1]; 
    cout << "Output I" << j << " is : " << I[j] << endl; 
} 
label: return 0; 
} 
 
This next subroutine extends the enciphering model by using a vector of key numbers, each of them used to 
encode every single symbol transmitted: 
 
#include <iostream>// encryption for NR in intervals [20,80], [220, 260], 
// [380, 420], [540, 560] 
using namespace std; 
 
int i; 
int j; 
 
int p; 
int q; 
int inf[10][10]; 
int r; 
int s; 
int sup[10][10]; 
 
 
int alpha[10] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}; 
int beta[10] = {10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}; 
 
int NR[26] = {21, 22, 25, 27, 47, 223, 227, 235, 247, 255, 256, 
257, 381, 389, 391, 399, 417, 418, 419, 541, 543, 545, 547, 549, 550, 557 }; 
 
int I[26] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26};// Input to be encripted 
 
int T[26];// Encrypted output 
 
int main(void) { 
 
for (j=0; j<26; j++) 
{ 
    if ((NR[j] >=1)&&(NR[j]<20)) { i = 1;} 
    if (((NR[j] >=20)&&(NR[j]<40))||((NR[j] >=200)&&(NR[j]<220))) {i = 2;} 
    if (((NR[j] >=40)&&(NR[j]<60))||((NR[j] >=220)&&(NR[j]<240))||((NR[j] >=380) 



        &&(NR[j] <400))) {i = 3;} 
    if (((NR[j] >=60)&&(NR[j] <80))||((NR[j] >=240)&&(NR[j] <260))||((NR[j] >=400) 
        &&(NR[j] <420))||((NR[j] >=540)&&(NR[j] <560))) {i = 4;} 
 
    cout << "The nth value of i is :" << i << endl; 
} 
 
for (j=0; j<26; j++) 
{ 
    T[j] = alpha[i]*I[j] + beta[i]; 
    cout << "The nth output T is :" << T[j] << endl; 
} 
return 0; 
} 
  
The next subroutine actually solves the problem of choosing the key number in certain intervals, by 
calculating the exact position of the transformation using the mathematical concept of integer part of a real 
number x, [x], as already presented in the section above. It also uses the extended model with a vector of key 
numbers instead of using just only one single key used for encryption. 
 
#include <iostream>// encryption for NR in [0, 1099] 
using namespace std; 
 
int i[26]; 
int j; 
int pos[26]; 
int p, q; 
 
int alpha[10] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}; 
int beta[10] = {10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}; 
 
int NR[26] = {21, 22, 25, 27, 47, 223, 227, 235, 247, 255, 256, 
257, 381, 389, 391, 399, 417, 418, 419, 541, 543, 545, 547, 549, 550, 1077 }; 
//Set of encryption keys 
 
int I[26] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26};// Input to be encrypted 
int T[26]; 
int O[26];// Encrypted output 
 
int main(void) { 
 
for (j=0; j<26; j++) 
{ 
    pos[j] = int(NR[j]/20)+1; 
 
    if (pos[j]<=10) {i[j] = pos[j];} 
    else if ((10<pos[j]) && (pos[j]<=19)) {i[j] = (pos[j] - 10) + 1;}//{i = ((int(NR/20)+1)-10)+1;} 
    else if ((19<pos[j]) && (pos[j]<=27)) {i[j] = (pos[j] - 19) + 2;} 
    else if ((27<pos[j]) && (pos[j]<=34)) {i[j] = (pos[j] - 27) + 3;} 
    else if ((34<pos[j]) && (pos[j]<=40)) {i[j] = (pos[j] - 34) + 4;} 
    else if ((40<pos[j]) && (pos[j]<=45)) {i[j] = (pos[j] - 40) + 5;} 
    else if ((45<pos[j]) && (pos[j]<=49)) {i[j] = (pos[j] - 45) + 6;} 
    else if ((49<pos[j]) && (pos[j]<=52)) {i[j] = (pos[j] - 49) + 7;} 
    else if ((52<pos[j]) && (pos[j]<=54)) {i[j] = (pos[j] - 52) + 8;} 
    else if ((54<pos[j]) && (pos[j]<=55)) {i[j] = (pos[j] - 54) + 9;} 
} 
 
for (j=0; j<26; j++) 



{ 
    cout << "nth i is :" << " "<< i[j] << endl; 
} 
 
for (j=0; j<26; j++) 
{ 
    O[j] = alpha[i[j-1]]*I[j] + beta[i[j-1]]; 
    cout << "The nth output O is :" << O[j] << endl; 
} 
return 0; 
} 
 
 
4. EXPANDING ON THE CONCEPT OF QUALITY BASED ON THE SECRECY THEORY MODEL 
 
The above encryption system can be used in the Theory of Quality in the following sense: let us consider that 
the quality of a product is defined by an additive method with regard to the quality features of a certain 
product. Let us then consider that at each step of the quality evolution the transformation of the quality score 
of each feature, Ti into the next phase of the quality evolution is given by a linear dependence law, which can 
be estimated:  
 

𝑇 = 𝛼 𝑇  + 𝛽  (9) 
 
The coefficients (αi, βi) can be estimated and determined from previous scores of the quality features of the 
respective product. These coefficients could be cyclic, namely they could repeat periodically according to the 
same rule, exactly as in the case of previously considered secrecy system. Let us consequently also further 
consider that these coefficients repeat in time and are hence, cyclic. It follows that the enciphering subroutine 
used previously can be successfully applied to determine partial qualities of the future quality index of a 
certain product. 
 
Another possible approach to address the issue of expanding on the quality concept is also thinkable. In the 
time series analysis it is common use that the trend is removed at first and then the data without trend it is 
analyzed based on the analysis of time series in time and frequency domain, in order to predict the oscillations 
of the time series around the removed trend. Exactly like in the case of this time series analysis, one can 
remove the trend present in the quality score, then analyze the resulted time series data and then predict the 
future possible oscillations, and determine the quality score by finally adding again the trend previously 
removed.    
 
Furthermore, the transformation T from one quality phase to another does not have to be necessarily a linear 
function as in the presented model and in the corresponding C++ subroutines but, it can be any type of 
function. An adequately chosen form of the respective function could be then determined, for example, based 
on the signal processing and analysis theory or one of its branches, weak signal theory. This model can also be 
viewed as an evolving fractal structure as already presented in previous research of the author, as in [3], [4] 
and [5], where different evolutions of material or abstract fractal structures are presented. The difference is 
that this model is based not only on just one simple recursive rule but on an entire set of recursive 
transformation rules, each of them taking place at a certain moment in the evolution of a certain feature of the 
respective fractal.  
 
 
 
 



5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper shows that in order to estimate future quality score for a certain product, one does not necessarily 
need to measure the score of each quality feature at each step. It is only necessary, based on previous 
evolutions, to approximately determine the coefficients of a given set of possible quality transformations most 
likely to occur in the future. This can also be viewed as a quality prediction system which could be used for all 
sorts of complex products, having multiple quality features. 
 
Out of simplicity and clarity reasons, the models presented in this paper are based on and use a determined set 
of T transformations. This presented model, however, can be extended using high performance computer 
technology, for very large sets of transformations, each next transformation deriving out of the previous one, 
according to certain laws and functions.  
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